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1 Introduction 

The la.grangians. describing irreducible higher spins and guaranteeing the absehce 

of unphysical d<:-grees of freedom must have very special structure and admit some 

gaugt· iuvariance both in the massive and massless cases [1]-[10). Along with ba

sic fiE' Ids such lagrangians in general include additional fields .. Some of them are 

auxiliary. others can be gauged away. The role of these fields is to single out the 

irr<'duciblt' representation of the Poincare group. The massless case is investigated 

!llore extensin·ly and has an elegant description in terms of a single ten::;or field with 

\'ctnishing secolld trace [-1]. 
The rauk · n symmetrical tensor field 4>j~~~ 2 ... ~-<Jx) describing the irreducible 

higher spill ll must satisfy the following system of equations 

(()2-m )<!>In) (:r) = 0 
Jl 11 Jll JlZ""Jl» ' 

8,<1>~~' .,.(x) = 0, 

<{>In) (:r) = 0. 
JlJll-'3" .. 1'» 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

( J.;J) 

They correspond to the mass shell, transversality and tracelessness cont:lit-ions for 

the field <t>!,';~ 2 ... t<.,(.r). In an auxiliary Fock space, which naturally leads to the 

de:-;cript.ion of higher rank symmetrical tensor fields, all these conditions appear to 

be some constraints. The total system of constraints. corresponding to the equations 

(1.1)~(1.3L contains, in general, only one first class constraint (mass shell condition) 

and two pairs of second class constraints. In the massless case (m11 = 0) only two 

constraints, corresponding to the tracelessness of the field, are of the second class. 

The BRST approach to the construction of the lagrangians, from which all the 

equations ( 1.1 )-( 1.3) follow, is very powerful. It automatically leads to appearance 

of all auxiliary fields in the lagrangian. In the massless case the BRST charge for the 

system of only first class constraints, corresponding to the equations (1.1) - (1.2) was 

constructed in [II). The lagrangian describes the infinite tower of massless higher 

spin particles, infinitely degenerated on each spin level. The goal of the present paper 

is to include in the BRST charge the additional second class constraints, which delete 

the extra states and lead to the irreducibility conditions (1.3). 

The methods of such construction were discussed in [12]-[14]. With the help of 

additional variables one can modify the second class constraints in such a way that 

they become commuting, i.e the first class. At the same time the number of physical 

degrees of freedom for both systems does not change if the number of additional 

variables coincides with the number of second class constraints. 

On the other hand, the BRST charge for the second class constraints in son1e 

cases can be constructed using the method of dimensional reduction. In [16] t-he 

system of massive higher spins satisfying equations (1.1) - (1.2) was described in 

the framework of the BRST approach. The corresponding BRST charge is nilpotent 

and has a very special structure. In particular, the modified constraints have the 

algebra, which is not closed. Nevertheless, the nontrivial structure of trilinear terms 
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in ghosts in the BRST charge compensates this defect and makes t.he BRST charge 

to be nilpotent. 
In the second part of the paper we illustrate the method of BRST construction 

in the simple case of one first dass (mass shell) and two second cla.-:;s constraints 

which implements tracelessness of the fields. The same procedure is applied in ~ ht· 

third part of the paper to the total syst.em of constraints, describing tile massl(•:;s 

irreducible representations of Poincare group in arbitrary D - dimensional space' -

time. The resulting nilpotent BRST charge includes in a Yery special way the t('rms 

up to the seYenth degree in ghosts fields. The Fronsdallagrangian [·1] is then obtain('d 

from the BRST quantized lagrangian after the partial gauge fixing. 

2 A Toy Model 

As it v.·as mentioned in the Introduction, for description of all high('r spins silllult.a

neously it is convenieut to introduce auxiliary Fock space generated by creation and 

annihilntion operators a~, aj) wit.h \'ed.or Lorentz index J.l = 0. 1, 2, ... D-1, satisfying 

the following commutation relations 

[aP,atJ = -gpv• g11 v = diag(l, -1, -1, .... -1 ). (2.1) 

The general state of the Fork space 

1<1>} - "'q,!n) (x)a+ a+ ···a+ IO} 
I - L- I' I J.I2'"'Pn J)t J)":l P.n 

(2.2) 

depends on :::pace-time coordinates :rj) and its components <l>~~~~ ... 
1
,.,(:r) are kn~or 

fields of ra.nk n in the space-time of arbitrary dimension D. The norm of states in 

this Fock space is not positi\'(•ly definite due tot he negative sign in 1 he rommu{at ion 

relation (2.1) for time components of creation and annihila.tio1~ operators. It means. 

that physical states must satisfy some constraints to have positive norm. 

To describe the irreducible massless higher spins we must take int.o account the 

following constraints [16]: 

2 Lo = -p~~-, 
Lt = pp.aj)! 

I 
L2 = 2aj)aJ.<, 

Lt = ppa~, 
I L+ =-a+ a+ 

2 2 J) J). 

(2.3) 

( 2.4) 

(2.5) 

Iudeed. quantizing the theory a Ia Gupta- Bleuler, we impose only part of the whole 

system of constraints on the physical states 

LaiPhys) = L1 1Phy,<) = L,IPhys) = 0. (2.6) 

Thes(• C'quations lead to tlw rorrE'ct sysl.<'m of equations for romponf'nt fic·!ds 

4>~,:~, 1 ... 1,,(.1'). In what follows we v.-fll show. that BH.ST qun11ti:mtion of t]w syst('lll 

wit.h comot.raint.s (2.3)-(2.5) is equivalent to the Gupta- Bkuler quautization. 
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The constraints (2.:J)-(2.5) form the algebra: 

[L1 , L,] = -L1 , [L1 , L,] = L1 , 

[£1 , L,] = La, [L, . L,] = -a~ a"+ ~ = Ga. 

(2. 7) 

(2.8) 

It means that the second class constraints L±2 must be included in the BRST charge. 

Following the line of [12]- [14] one might try to transform these constraint.;; into the 

commuting ones by introducing additional degrees of freedom. This procedure is 

rathE'r simplE' for the classical case when the Poisson brackets are used instead of 

commut.at.ors. It leads to the finite system of differential equations \vhich can be 

soln:·d without troubles. In the quantum case the corresponding system of equations 

is infinite due to accounting of repeated commutators. 

In this sC"ction we describe thE' modification of the procedure of [12] - [14] in t.he 

simplified ca:;E' of one first class constraint L0 (2.3) and two second class constraints 

L,, L 2 (2.5). It gives the structure of the BRST charge analogous to one derived 

in [16] by dimensional reduction. To illustrate the BRST- approach to this simple 

system, we introduce the set of anticommuting variables ?Jo, 1}2, 1Jt, having ghost 

number one and corresponding momenta 'Po, Pi, P2, with commutation relations: 

{ ~o, Po} = b2, Pj} = hi, P,} = 1. (2.9} 

V\1e modify our system of constraints by introduction of addition·ai operator b together 

with its conjugate b+_: [b, b+j = -1. By the analogy with [16], we consider two 

modified constraints L2 and L-2: 

L, = L,+X,b, 

L_, = r_, + b+ x, 
X, = Jca- b+b. 

In spite of the fact, that these operators do not have a closed algebra, 

-- +-- +2 
[L2, L_,J = -b X,L, - L_,X2b + b X 2 b, 

X, = Jca-b+b-VGa-b+b+2, 

the special structure of the last two terms in the BRST charge 

Q = ~t i, + ~,Lj +~aLa+ ~j~,'P,b+ X, - ~jPj~,X,b 

leads to its nil potency. 

(2.10} 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14} 

(2.15) 

Consider the total Fock space generated by creation operators a!, b+, 7Jo, 11i, 'Pj. 
The BRST- invariant lagrangian in such Fock space can be written as: 

L = - j d~a(xiQix), (2.16) 
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lx); IS1) + qiPifS,) + qoPifS,), (2.17) 

with \·ectors JS,) having ghost number zero and depending only ou bosonic n<'ation 

operators a:, b+ 

IS);'>'¢/ (x)a+ a+ a+ (b+)'[O) 
1 L....J 1;t-11 ·1'2•···1-ln I' I J,l2 ••· J.ln ' 

(2.18) 

After the integration over the TJo we get the following lagrangian in terms of ]Si) 

L ; -(Sl[Lo[Sl) + (S,[Lo[S,) + (SdLi + b+ XdS,) + (2.19) 

(S,[L, + X1b[S1)- (S,[L, + X1.2b[S,)- (S,[Li + &+ Xu[S,). 

where we han~ introduced the notation 

X1,n;::; /Go- b+b + n. (2.20) 

Owing to the nilpotency of the BRST- charge- Q'; 0, the lagrangian (2.16) is 

invariant under the· transformation 

6[\); Q[ \) (UI) 

with ].'\) = P:TJA). Now it. is straightforward to write the component form of the 

gauge transformations 

6[S1) ; (Li + b+ Xl)f-1), 

6[S2) ; (L, + Xl,,b)f-1), 

6[S,) ; Lof-1) 

and the lagrangian equations of motion as well: 

LofS1) ; (Lj +b+ Xl)[S,), 

Lo[S,) ; (L, + Xl,,b)[S,), 

(L,+ X1b)[S1) ; (Lj + b+ X1,,)[S',) _ 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.2-5) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

One can proye that the gauge freedom (2.2:2)-(2.2~) is suffici('nt to eliminatE' tht> 

fields [S,) and [S',) and to kill the b+ dependence in [S'l)· First we eliminate the 

field [S,) with the help of transformation (2.24). Then there will be residual gauge 

inYariance with the parameter lA') under the condition 

Lo[-1') ; 0- (2.28) 

Eiiminating of field fS2 ) with the help of the equation [S,) + (L2 + X1.2b)[X) ; 0, 

''"hich is consistent wiih (2.28) and equations of motion, the ll(>w residual parameter 

f-1") will satisfy two conditions L0 [>."); (L, + x~.,&)f.\"); 0. With the help of this 

parametPr all the fields 1Su)1 having k ~th degree of operator &+ -

I,. ) ; , . + + + (&+)'I ) 
·-·l,k - <?l:I'J·Il~····l',.,a"",ap.z ... aJl, 0 (2.29) 

.j 

(';-:n·pt 1-':.;Lo) can be eliminated as ''·:ell. One can ea~ily :-;ee. that the lagrangian 

(:LHJ) falls into a Slllll of piec<'s. each conm.>cting the n·ctors with difft•rent nand l· · 

numbt•rs of operators a~ and&+ in IS'1). Let us denote sud1 fields as¢'~. Tlwn the 

fol]o,,·ing set. of them are collll<'ct.ed in the lagrangian: 

<l>u <1>1 <I>IJl 
11' •1-l' ···· u-2[¥)' u.:lOJ 

where[}] stallds for tlw integer part of the lllllllber ]- Starting from the ('lld of the 

chain (2.:30) with th<..~ help of transformation (2.22) one can dele\(• step by :-;tep all 

its rolllpon<'llts except the first one¢~. Therefore the follo\\·ing conditions on tlw 

redun·d field I.'>'J.u) a.re obtained: 

Lo[S~.,); r,[S~.u); 0. (2.3! I 

The second of t.he conditions (2.31) means t racele.ssnes:;; of I he ,,·an-functions 

6\\~'H'~····''". The first. one simply illlplies masskssness of the field. ~ole 1lw lack 
nf transn·rsality coJJdition and coJJscquc•ut pr<'si::'IJ(·c of ghosts in tlH' :']><'l"lnllll of 

our sin1ple IIJOd<'l. In ord<'r t.o kill tlwm. in tht• ll<'Xl ."t'ction \\"<'will ilH·lude in the 

nmsidcration til<' constraints L± 1 as wdl. 

3 Irreducible massless higher spins 

As it was shown in [II]. all constraints in the total system (2.:3)-(:2.-l) can·hf' l'l)!)

w·rt.<'d into the first class ronst.raints by introduction of two additi<)Jlal opt'l"alors 

hhb2 together with their conjugates bt".bi. [b1.bi] = -1. [b2.b!] = 1. The mod

ified roiJst.raints are: Lo = Lo, L±l = L±t, i2 = L2 + b"ibz, L-2 = L-2 + b!b, and 

(/0 =Go+ bJb2 + b{b1 • Note the appearance of one additional const.ra.int Go. which 

manifestly depends on t.he dimensionality D of space- time. This dependence lt·ads 

t.o consistent description of higher irreducible spins only if D is C'\'('11. 

No~v we will construct the BRST charge. lagrangian ('fr. aloug thC' liu<· of p]"(·red-

ing Section. by introducing only one pair of additional operators b. [J+. jb. b+] = -1. 

\!ow we introduce larger set of anticommuting ,·a.riable.s 1J0 .1/J. r1i 'l2·'1i haYing 

ghost number one and corresponding momenta Po, P{: Pt. Pt, 'P-z with conunut.ation 

relations: 

{'lo,Po); {q~,Pi); h',Pd; {q,,'Pi); hi.P,); 1. (3.1) 

The following nilpotent. BRST charge corresponds to the total sy!'t.<'m of <·on

straints (2.3)-(2.5) 

Q ; 'loLa+ q1Li + q,Li + 'li L1 + 'li L, + '1iX1b + ,,,b+X1-

1J{1JI 'Po- 1J{Pi1J2 + 1Ji1Jt 'Pt - 'f"JjP:jt]2X2b + 1Ji11/P-zb+ X2 -

1Ji17"iP1X3b + PtrJ,112b+X3 + 1J:j"P1+111 X3b- '1i112'Plb+X:"~

'17iPi'Pi1lt1J-zX4b- 'f"J{1Jt1J2P, 'P2b+ X4 - 1J{11iPi1J2Pl X1b-

1JiPi11I1J-zP-zb+ X4 + 7l{'Ji'Pt1JJ P1.\.;,b + 11iPt 1J1'/2P1!J+ X . ., -

1Ji1{iP{Pi1lt11-zPtX6b + 1J{11tPi1J1'I2 P, P1b+ Xt>· 
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where 

X,= J-1 +Go-b+b, 

X 1 •• = J-1 + G'o- b+b+ n, 
X,= X, - X1.2. 
Xs =-X,+ Xu. 
x.tj = +Xt - x],l - .\-u + xl.3· 
Xs, = -X1 + 2Xu -Xu, 

X6 = +X1 - 2X~., + 2XJ.s- X,,,. 

(:U) 

.\ote the appearance of additional -1 in the definition of .\'1 as a result of indusiou 
of constraints l± 1 into BRST charge. 

As in the toy model, the modified constraints l2 = L2 + X 1 b, 1_2 = L_2 + b+ X1 

have nonclosed algebra. The consequence of this fact is the appearance in the BR.ST 
charge of the special terms up to the seventh degree in the ghosts. 

Again. the BRST- invariant lagrangian can be written as in the ca.."e of the toy 
rnude! 

- L = j d'lo(\IQI,), (:J,.I) 

wbere h) has now more complicated form: 

I\) = IS,)+ ~iPiiS;) + 'li1'iiS3) + ~iPiiS,) + (3.5) 

~iPiiSs) + ~i~iPiPiiS,;) + ~oPiiA,) + 

'lo1'iiA,) + 'lo'liPiPiiA,) + 'lo~iPiPiiA,) 
with vectors jSi) and ]Ai) having ghost numbt•r zero and depending only on bosonic 
creation operators a!~ b+. 

Integration over the ~o leads to the component form of (3.4): 

-L = (.4 1IIA,)- (AziiSz) +(As I ISs)- (A, I lA,)- (SziiAz) + (SsiiAs) + 
(A,JLj IS,)+ (A,JLi ISz) - (A,JL,IS,) + (AziLi ISs)+ (AziLtiSs) -
(A,IL,jS,) + (As!L;"IS'•)- (AsiLdSs) + (AsJL,ISz)- (A,JLiJS,)
(.4 4 IL1 IS3) + (A,JL,IS,)- (S,IL;"IAz)- (S',JLtiA,) + (S',JLoJS,) + 

(S,jLj"IAs)- (S,JLo!S'z) + (SziL,JA,)- (Ss!LiJA,)- (SsiLoiS's) + 
(S'siLziA,) + (S,IL;"IA,)- (S',ILoiSs) + (S,ILziA,)- (SsiL{IAs)
(SsiLoiS,) + (SsiLdAz) + (S.ILoiS'•)- (S.IL,IA,) + (S.ILziAs) + 
(A,Jb+ X~.,JS,) + (Azlb+X,,ziS,)- (.4,IX,biS',) + (Aslb+x,,,IS•) + 
(AsiX .. ,biSz) + (A 4 IX,,sbiS,)- (S,Jb+X,JAz) + (S,Ib+x,,,l.4s) + 

(S's!X .. ,b!Az) + (S,Ib+ XdA,) + (S,jX,,,bJA,) + (SsiX,,,biAs). (3.6) 

The BRST gauge invariance 

61x) = Ql.\) (3.7) 
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wi~h the most general parameter JA), having ghost number -1 

I.\) = 1'(1.\,) + P;"l.\z) + ~iP(P;"I.\s) + ~;"1'(1';"1.\,) + ~o1'(1';"}.\s) (3.8) 

means. 1n turn. the invariance of the lagrangian (3.6.) under the following transfor-
mat ion~: 

61.5'1) = L{l.\,) + Lil.\,) + b+ Xd.\z), (3.9) 

618,) = -I>.,)+ L,l.\,) + Ljl>.s) + b+ X1.zl.\s), 
61S,) = l.\s) + L,l>.z) - Li I.\,) + X,,,bl.\z), 
618,) = -1.\s) + L,l.\z) - Li I.\,), 
615'5) = +Ljl.\4 ) + L2 1>. 1) + b+ XJ.3!.\4 ) + X1,1b\\1), 

618•) = -L,I.\s)- X,,,bl>.s) + L,l.\,), 
61A,) = +Lil.\s) + Lol.\,) + b+x,,,J.\s), 

61Az) = -Lil.\s) + Lol.\z), 
61A~) = +Lol>.s)- Ld.\s), 
6JA,) = +LoJ.\,)- L,l>.s)- X,,,bl.\s). 

Since (3.7) is unaffected by the following change of the gauge parameter 6\>.) = Q\w), 
with 1..:) = 1'(P;"Iw1), one of the parameters I.\;) in (3.8) is inessential. In what 
follow~ we choose t.he gauge, where ]As) = 0. 

Combining the equations of motion 

.5'1: -L;"IAz)- LilA,)+ LoJS,)- b+X,,oiAz) = 0, (3.10) 

.5'2: -j.4,) + LjiAs)- LoJS,) + L,IA,) + b+ X 1,,1As) = 0, 

53: \As)- Lt\A,)- LolSs) + L,IAz) + X,,,b\Az) = 0, 
.5'4: LJ'IA,)- LoiS's) + L,JA,) + b+XdA,) + X,,,biA,) = 0, 

.5'5: -L{!As)- LoJS,) + L,IAz) = 0, 

S6: LoiS•)- L,JA,) + L,JAs) + X,,,blAs) = 0, 
AI: jA,) + LjjS,) + LtJS,)- L,jS,) + b+ X,,,IS,) = 0, 

.42: L;"IS3) + LiiSs)- L,JS,) + b+ Xu!Ss)- X,,obiS,) -ISz) = 0, 
A3: L;"jS6)- L,\Ss) + Lz\Sz) + b+ X,,,IS•) + X,,,biSz) +ISs)= 0, 
A4: -JA,)- L{IS•)- L,JSs) + L,JS,) + X,,,biS,) = 0, 

and the gauge transformations (3.9) one can prove, that only essential field is 
the b+ - independent part of IS1), which satisfies all needed equations and describes 
at each level n exactly one massless representation of the D - dimensional Poincare 
group with spin n. Instead of straightforward choice of gauge, leading to these results, 
\Ve will show, how to connect our approach to already known elegant description of 
massless higher spins in terms of one symmetrical tensor field with vanishing second 
trace [4]. 
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Csing the gauge fr('edom (3.9} with paramet-ers j,\i)· (i = 1.2.:3 . .t). oJw nw 

eliminate all fields except !S1 )1 jS'2 ) and !A1 ). Moreo\'er. as in tht> case of toy mod<.>!. 

one can kill the b+ - dependence of these fields. Vie denote the remaining fields as 

!51,0 ), ]S,,o) and ]Ar0 ). The system of equations of motion (3.10), except the ones 

for the fields ]51,0 ), and ]S2.o) which lead to the dynamical equations, now reads 

with residual invariance 

L,]A,,o) ~ 0, 

iA,,o) + L;'jS,_o)- L,]S,,o) ~ 0, 

L,]S,.o) + ]S,_o) = 0, 

L,]S,_o) = 0, 

b]S,0 ) ~ L;'!.\,), b]S,.o) ~ !.,].\,). c(A,o) ~ /. 0 ].1 1). 

where parameter !>..1) is restricted by the condition 

!.,].\,) ~ 0. 

(:3. l J) 

(:3.12) 

(:l. J;l) 

(:3. 14) 

I :J.I 'J l 

(:J. i G) 

Usiug the equations (3.12) and (3.13) one can express ]5,_0 ) and ]A,,o) through 

IS1.0 ) and insert them into (3.6). The lagrangian now depends only on the field ]S,0 ) 

and takes the following form [15] 

- L ~ (5\,o]Lo- Li L,- Li L;' L,- Li L,L, (3.17) 

-2LoLi L,- Li Li I.,L,]S'Lo). 

The field ].51,0), as a consequence of the equations (3.13) and (3.14), is restricted by 

the condition 
L,L,]SLo) ~ 0, (:3.18) 

making (3.11) t.o be identity. After taking the expansion 

JSI,o) = ¢Ph>'2•···1'na;la;:z ... a;,.!o) (3.19) 

we find that the lagrangian (3.17) in terms of the fields ¢., .• , ...... coincides with 

the one given by Fronsdal [4]. As the consequence of the condition (3.18) the field 

¢p;,p
2

, ... SJ.n has vanishing second trace ¢vvppp~,SJ.f,····Pn and the lagrangian is invariant 

under the transformation 

6r:}JP111'2•···1'n = 8{1'1 ).1'2P.'o···Pn} (3.20) 

with constrained parameter A"v~-'3 ... pn = 0. 
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4 Conclusions 

In thi:::; paper we have applied the BRST approach to the de:-;cription of irrechKible 

massless high<·r ::;pin~. The 11ilpot.t>nt BHST chargC' was (·on~tructt"'d and rorre~pond

iug lagraHgian. containing along with basic field some auxiliary fields was derived. 

\Vhen tlw gauge in the model is partially fixed. the resulting lagrangian coin(ides 

with the lagrangian of [.t]. It would be interesting to generalize the procedure to 

tlw case of halfint.eger spins [5]. It seems to be possible. since the approaches to 

the de~cription of integer and halfintc:"ger spins are similar to each other. Th<' main 

difference will be the presence of odd constraints. leading to the Dira<" equation. anci. 

correspondiug.appea.rance of the bosonic ghosts in the BH.ST dwrge. 
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